
FIREFLY

Safety Orange™ assembled push broom
Use this broom around moving equipment or when high 
visibility is an important safety issue for your employees 
and work crews.

item size [in.] component fibre pack

77018 18

broom head fine 677024 24

77036 36

77118 18

broom head medium 677124 24

77136 36

77218 18

broom head coarse 677224 24

77236 36

2533 - steel brace and hardware 20

2532 60 x 1 bolt-on handle 10

replaceable bolt-on handle 
(reversible for even wear)

replaceable broom head

replaceable steel brace

FIREFLY™
Bolt-on handle system
SAFETY ORANGE™

Configure your broom the way you want it. The block comes with 
pre-drilled holes and all the hardware to customize your broom. 

Ice, snow, rain or mud: the Sweep-n-
scrape™ broom with a steel blade makes 
quick work of any debris, even when the 
weather isn't on your side. 

Order a steel brace when a broom is 24 inches 
or wider to increase structural integrity and 

prevent handle breakage.

item size [in.] size pack

99824 24 coarse 3

This two-in-one tool has all the benefits of a tough 
coarse broom plus the added bonus of a scraper to 
remove stubborn debris from driveways. Now you no 
longer have to use the wood block to remove caked-on 
debris before sweeping. That's what we call brilliant. 

The Firefly multi-surface broom can make the 
transition from indoors to outdoors with grace, 
style, and ease. 
 The safety orange fibre offers high visibility around construction 
equipment and forklifts. Road crews demand the assembled bolt-on 
style connector and the steel brace for extra protection against shearing 
stresses to eliminate handle breakage.

■  The broom has two different fibre diameters making it an ideal 
multi-surface broom for general indoor and outdoor sweeping. 
Flagged ends control dust indoors or when sweeping a garage.

item size [in.] application pack

77718 18
multi-surface 4

77724 24

2533

2532

Order a broom head, steel brace (2533), and 
bolt-on handle (2532) to complete your  
unassembled push broom.

coarsemulti-surface

recessed nut & bolt  
for durability

heavy-duty  
components
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